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NEWSLETTER APRIL 2017

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),
Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria.
Date and time: Wednesday 26 April at 19h15.
Programme:
Beginner’s Corner: “Crater formation and the lunar crater Copernicus” by Michael Poll.*
What’s Up? by Michael Poll.
10 minute break — library will be open.
Main talk: “Astronomy in the 17th century – travels and travails of Tycho & Kepler”
by Neville Young.
• Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits.

•
•
•
•

The chairperson at the meeting will be Michelle Ferreira.

* See a summary of his talk on page 4.

Friday 21 April from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at
CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road.
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 22 March 2017
by Danie Barnardo
Under “Beginners Corner” Johan started the evening'
s proceedings with an explanation of setting circles on an equatorial mount using Stellarium to illustrate his talk. He started
of by pointing out the two most important lines; the Ecliptica and the Celestic Equator.
Where these two cross is the 0-hour position on an equatorial mount. The position of an object in the sky is indicated as the height ascension in angle hours and the declination in degrees relative to this position. He explained how to use a know object near to the horizon
and an object high overhead to polar align your mount.
Under “What'
s Up?” Percy dwelt on the interesting objects visible in the April night sky
and a summary of his talk is available in the March newsletter. Then he promoted double
star observing and what to observe when looking at double stars to make your observing
more meaningful. The gist of this discussion is available on the Centre'
s Website, together
with a list of double stars to observe. Also see the Sky and Telescope website at http://
www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/celestial-objects-to-watch/observing-double-stars-forfun-and-science/ for an interesting article in this regard.
The main talk was given by José da Silva, who is one of the few professional astronomers amongst our members, having completed his Honours degree in astronomy under Prof
Smits at Unisa in 2016. His talk involved observation of transiting exoplanets (exoplanets
transiting between its home star and earth) through observing the dimming of the home star
as a result of this transition. It is within reach of the backyard astronomer, since he made his
observations at Unisa'
s observatory, which it subjected to severe light pollution. He used a
14 inch Schmid-Cassegrain telescope and a CCD camera to make his observations for his
Honours project. From less light-polluted skies, reports are that a 4 inch telescope will be
sufficient to use for observations.
Currently 3 telescope arrays are used in the search for transiting exoplanets; the
Hungarian automated telescope (HATnet), the Qatar array and the SuperWASP array. One
of the latter instruments are situated at the South African Astronomical Observatory at Sutherland. The Exoplanet Transit Database (ETD) website (http://var2.astro.cz/ETD/) hosts a
database of transiting exoplanets with a large amount of detail on each exoplanet, including
light curves. Another useful website in this regard is the STScI Digitised Sky Survey (https://
archive.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/dss_form). José used the ETD website to find suitable targets for
his project and demonstrated the use of the website.
The following equipment is needed for exoplanet observations:
An equatorially-mounted telescope able to track a star accurately
A CCD or DSLR camera
Image-processing software
Photometry software
Spreadsheet software
José also referred the audience to a publication by Bruce Gary (http://brucegary.net/
book_EOA/x.htm) that contains a wealth of information on exoplanet observations and can
be downloaded from the website mentioned.
José explained the method he used to perform his project in detail and also showed
his results, confirming that a backyard astronomer can indeed obtain meaningful results. Interested members of the audience were urged to investigate the possibility of attempting this
activity and to contribute their observations to the ETD website.
A lot of discussion showed the interest of the audience and José is complimented for
an excellent talk. The evening ended with coffee and biscuits at which further discussion ensued.
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 26 April 2017
- by Michael Poll
The Moon
The Moon moves from east to west as the Earth spins on its axis, but the Moon also
moves slowly eastwards in its orbit around the Earth. The eastwards movement means
that the Moon is further east from one night to the next, and consequently rises about an
hour later each night. The Moon’s orbital period around the Earth (e.g New Moon to New
Moon) is about 29 ½ days. As it moves around the sky, it can be used as a signpost to
identify objects that it passes, such as the bright planets and bright stars.
Moon near bright stars
Near Regulus (brightest star in Leo): May 4th, May 31st
Near Aldebaran (brightest star in Taurus): April 28th.
Evening Sky
Mars becomes bright in the night sky about every two years. When it is at its closest to
Earth (near opposition) it can be as bright as Jupiter. The brightest oppositions occur in a
15-17 year cycle, and the next two oppositions (July 2018 and October 2020) will be the
bright ones. The Moon will be near Mars on the evening of April 28th, but note that the
star Aldebaran is closer to the Moon than is Mars. Mars will become difficult to see in twilight during May and June.
Jupiter: It is a bright white object, not quite as bright as Venus, but brighter than any star.
During April and May it will be in the sky for most of the night, it is in the east the early
evening and sets in the west in the early morning. It is currently in the constellation of
Virgo, and is near the star Spica, which is the brightest star in Virgo. The Moon will be
near Jupiter (and Spica) on May 7th, (but the Moon will be nearest to Spica on May 8th).
Saturn: Is a dull yellowish object, it can be compared with the bright reddish star Antares,
which lies some way above it. Saturn rises at about 20h00 on May 1st. The Moon will be
near Saturn in the late evenings of May 13th, and the night of June 9th – 10th.
Morning Sky (east before sunrise)
Mercury: is almost always in the twilit sky, alternating about every three months between
morning and evening. Although quite bright, it may be difficult to find without prior knowledge of its position. In the southern hemisphere it is best seen in the morning sky in the
first half of the year, and the evening sky in the second half of the year. It will be visible
during the whole of May, but will be best seen around mid-month. The Moon will be near
it on May 24th.
Venus: Is the third brightest object in the sky after the Sun and Moon, and is an unmistakable bright white object. Venus passed between the Earth and the Sun on March 25th
(Inferior Conjunction). Following inferior conjunction, Venus re-appears in the east before
sunrise, and was visible from about mid-April. The Moon will be near Venus on May 22nd .
Selected constellations visible in May:
May : South
Carina, Vela, (False Cross), Crux, Centaurus, Libra, Scorpius
North
Leo, Virgo, Boötes
What’s Up? this month will include a detailed look at the constellation of Virgo.
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Report for Observing Evening on Friday March 17th 2017
by Michael Poll
There were about 15 of us this evening, with some visitors, and we had eight telescopes, including Nigel’s 80 mm Go-To, which proved useful, considering the sky quality.
We had a cloud free sky, but the sky was not dark – for example, Gamma Virginis
(Porrima) at magnitude 3.7 was not visible to the naked eye.
Twilight was still hanging on quite late, sunset was at 6.20 pm. We admired some
crepuscular rays that extended from one horizon to the other – from the west to the antisolar point in the east. These rays are caused by the sun’s rays passing between clouds,
with the darker parts being cloud shadows. In this case, the clouds were too low down in
the west for us to see, they may even have been below the horizon.
At 19h 10 we saw a bright satellite, about 30 – 40 degrees high at maximum, moving from west of south to the east. Considering how bright it was – about as bright as Jupiter – it was presumably the International Space Station.
Looking south, Neville and Michael discussed the position of the constellation of Volans. None of its stars were visible, but we noted the blank piece of sky “underneath” Carina – i.e. under the line running from Canopus via the False Cross to the Diamond Cross.
This line is comprised of the stars Alpha, Epsilon, Iota and Beta Carinae.
We looked for Rigel’s companion, but did not see it, and we also had an optimistic
look for Sirius’ companion, the Pup, but did not see that either. We did have a look at the
Orion nebula (M42), but also looked at the (perhaps neglected) star clusters above and below it – NGC 1980 and NGC 1981.
Gemini was about as high as it gets from our latitude, specifically the stars Mu and
Eta. At sunset at the equinox the constellation is due north, because that is the part of the
sky where the sun will be in three months’ time. The Sun is close to Mu and Eta when it is
at the June solstice. The open cluster M35 lies near Eta. This cluster is listed as magnitude
5, but on this evening it could hardly be teased out the background sky, even with a 6 inch
telescope. We checked Castor as a nice double.
We looked at M50, and open cluster in Monoceros, which lies about one third of the
way along a line joining Sirius and Procyon. We did find it, but the same situation as with
M35 prevailed – it was difficult to see against the sky background.
Later on, Jupiter was up the east, the first time at our observing evenings for this
viewing season. We will be seeing it in the evening sky until about September.

Summary of the talk to be presented under “Beginners Corner” on April 26th
by Michael Poll
The title of the talk under “Beginners Corner “ this month is “Crater formation and the lunar crater Copernicus”. It looks at the morphology and features of simple and complex impact
craters, and also explains the mechanics of crater formation. Using the Lunar Crater Copernicus
as an example, the features of complex craters will be discussed.
Copernicus has a diameter of 93 km from rim to rim, but the actual floor of the crater is
about 56 km across. The rampart slope that runs from the rim down to the surrounding maria is
about 30 km wide
Copernicus has three isolated central mountains which are about 900 metres high. The
crater walls show distinct terraces, and they also show arc-shaped landslides caused by slumping of the inner wall as the crater debris subsided. The inner serrated walls rise from the crater
floor to a height of about 3,800 metres, and the rim rises to a height of 900 meters above the surrounding maria.
The crater is comparatively young, being about 800 million years old.
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Observing: Reticulum’s gem galaxy - by Magda Streicher
The southern constellation Reticulum * is exceptional in more than one respect. Its name

is said to have come from the reticle used by La Caille to do southern observations at the Cape
of Good Hope. However, tradition has it that the name Reticulum was already on record on German star maps in the previous century.
Reticulum is conveniently located northwest between the two Magellanic Clouds. The
constellation is a treat, and houses objects like the splendid galaxy NGC 1313. This galaxy is
also known as Bennett 13 and Dunlop 206. James Dunlop describes it as "rather extended", and
John Herschel sees it as "irregularly round" or "slightly elongated".
Two distinct supernova explosions have been recorded in NGC 1313. The first took place
on 26 November 1962, and reached a brightness of 11.7 magnitude; the second occurred on 31
July 1978, with a brightness of 16 magnitude. The recorded positions on the surface of the galaxy coincidentally differed very little from each other.
If we take a closer look at the galaxy it appears bright, slightly hazy and irregular in a
north-west to south-east direction. The northwestern flimsy part is noticeably fainter than the
southeastern part. This southeastern arm however slightly tapers down to a slender curved
brighter tip. The galaxy has a high surface brightness but no trace of a sharp nucleus, just
slightly brighter towards the middle. High power however will reveal the brighter elongated nucleus of this distorted barred galaxy. NGC 1313A, a faint oval east to west glow can be seen
about 16’ to the south-east. Together these two galaxies form a nice triangle with the 6th magnitude HD 20888 star to the south. It is very difficult to spot NGC 1313A in any instrument.
The world'
s largest telescopes indicate luminous H II regions which outline the two main
arms and bar, with a break near the optical nucleus. Isolated patches of star formation are found
in the southwestern region of the galaxy, as well as beyond the rim of the northern arm.

* Reticulum is Latin for a small net, or reticle - a net of crosshairs at the focus of a telescope eyepiece that is used to measure star positions.
Name
Type
RA
Dec
Magnitude
Size
NGC 1313
Galaxy
03 h 18.3 m
-66° 29’ 45”
9.8
9.2’ x 7.2’

The central parts of the starburst
galaxy NGC 1313. The very active state of this galaxy is evident
from the image, showing many
star formation regions. This colour-composite is based on images obtained by ESO’s VLT
(Very Large Telescope), located
at Cerro Paranal in Chile.
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ASSA Symposium 2018 - by Case Rijsdijk
It is planned to have the 11th ASSA Symposium in Auditorium at the SAAO in Cape
Town from Friday 9 to Sunday 11 March, 2018. The theme is:
Amateur Astronomy in the Digital Data Age – how Amateurs can do real Science
The aim being to try and recreate the link between professional and amateur astronomers.
The advance of astronomical technology with large surveys has robbed the amateur community of many of the niche areas where it used to contribute to science: variable and double star work, comet discovery, SNe for example.
Several ASSA members are collaborating with professionals and it is hoped that the ASSA
Symposium 2018 will make for new links and understanding by bringing one or two prominent experts to the Symposium with ideas as to where and how amateurs can contribute
and collaborate – much of the needed technology is now within reach of the amateur community.
Some examples of this could be:
•

Monitoring particular objects and/or variable stars.
Using robotic telescopes for educational and scientific purposes.

•

Photometry.

•

Spectroscopic SNe follow ups.

•

Participating in various Citizen Science projects, like “Zooniverse”.

•

The reasons for choosing Cape Town in March 2018 are the following:
•
There is a critical mass of both professionals and amateurs – and it has several
nearby institutions SAAO, UCT, Stellenbosch, UWC, AIMS and SKA HQ.
•

The SAAO has a good accessible venue with catering facilities.
Good, cheap access by air/bus/car.

•

Weather in March usually OK – no SE!!

•

So before anyone plans to go away on holiday next year, consider a visit to the fairest
Cape – it’s closer to home, cheaper and also a good opportunity to visit friends and
relations. Also remember that booking early saves lots of money that you can then
spend in Cape Town!
There is a website, which will be regularly up-dated with the latest news, requests,
costs and deadlines etc. Please check it weekly!
This will be a major event that will hopefully give direction to many ASSA members
and forge new links.
http://symposium2018.assa.saao.ac.za/
It will help the Local Organizing Committee (LOC) enormously to let us know if you are
thinking of attending, by simply sending me (Case Rijsdijk) an e-mail (case@saao.ac.za)
saying that you are interested in coming or that you will be coming. Sending me an e-mail
does NOT commit you to coming – it’s merely information. Knowing how many people we
need to cater for helps.
Many thanks for your support and look forward to seeing many of you here next year.
The LOC consists of : Case Rijsdijk – Chair
Dr Ian Glass
Eddy Nijeboer
Auke Slotegraaf
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Astronomy-related articles on the Internet
•

25 weirdest facts about the solar system.
http://www.space.com/35695-weirdest-solar-system-facts.html?utm_source=notification

•

Emirates Mars Mission to launch in 2020. The United Arab Emirates will launch a Mars
orbiter. http://earthsky.org/space/emirates-mars-mission-to-launch-in-2020

•

Six cosmic catastrophes that could wipe out life on Earth.
h ttp://www.l ivescien ce.com/57713-cosm ic-catastrop h es-th at-d oom-earth.h tml ?
utm_source=notification

•

The 8 most famous solar eclipses in history.
h ttp ://www.l ivescien ce.com/5786 5-famou s-sol ar-ecl ip ses.h tml ?utm_sou rce=l snewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170213-ls

•

NASA maps out possible lander mission to Jupiter’s moon Europa. An orbiter around
Jupiter and a lander on Europa are envisaged. The lander will search for signs of alien life.
But the high fluxes of charged particles in Jupiter’s radiation belts will severely limit the lifetimes of both spacecraft.
http://www.space.com/35655-nasa-lander-jupiter-moon-europa.html?utm_source=spnewsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170210-sdc
The strangest alien planets (gallery).
http://www.space.com/159-strangest-alien-planets.html?utm_source=notification

•
•

Tiny asteroid zips by Earth. Its closest approach to Earth was just 14 500 km.
http://www.space.com/35929-tiny-asteroid-buzzes-earth-returns-in-100-years.html?
utm_source=notification

•

How big are the biggest monster stars? http://earthsky.org/space/how-big-is-the-biggestmonster-star

•

'Rotten Egg'Nebula hosts flashy star death. This nebula is currently transitioning from a
red giant to a planetary nebula. It’s a rapid, short-lived stage in the evolution of a Sun-like
star. http://www.space.com/35617-rotten-egg-nebula-flashy-star-death-hubble-photo.html?
utm_source=sp-newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=20170208-sdc

•

Back-to-back Mars dust storms. http://earthsky.org/space/mars-regional-dust-stormsm a r ch - 2 0 1 7?u tm _s ou rc e =E a rth S k y+ N e ws &u t m_ c amp a ig n = c a 7d 6ff 5 a a Ea rth Sk y _N e ws &u tm _m ed iu m =e m ail &u tm _t erm = 0_ c 64 3 9 4 5d 7 9- c a7d 6ff 5 a a394671529&mc_cid=ca7d6ff5aa&mc_eid=febfe10e42

•

Closest-yet star to black hole. http://earthsky.org/space/x9-47-tucanae-closest-star-tob l a c k-h o l e ?u t m _ s ou rc e = E a rth S ky + N e w s &u t m _ c am p a ig n = e 8 2 1 e 8f e a a Earth S ky _N e ws&u tm _m ed iu m= em a il &u tm_t erm =0 _c 6 43 9 45d 79 -e 8 21 e 8fe a a394671529&mc_cid=e821e8feaa&mc_eid=febfe10e42

Observing
•

•

Regulus: Heart of the Lion. Meet Regulus aka Alpha Leonis. http://earthsky.org/brightests t a r s / b e s t - r e g u l u s - t h e - h e a r t - o f - t h e - l i o n ?
utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=118deefa6cEarth S ky _N e ws&u tm _m ed iu m= em ail &u tm _t erm =0 _c 6 43 9 45d 79 -1 1 8d e ef a6 c394671529&mc_cid=118deefa6c&mc_eid=febfe10e42
All you need to know: Lyrid meteors. April 22 is the likely peak morning. Try April 21 and
23 as well. For this year’s Lyrid meteor shower, the moon is out of the way!
http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/everything-you-need-to-know-lyrid-meteorshower?ut m_s ourc e= EarthSk y+ News&utm _c ampaign=c e41e9e108Earth Sky_ Ne ws&u tm_med iu m= ema il &u tm_term= 0_c 64 39 45d 7 9-c e4 1e 9e 10 8394671529&mc_cid=ce41e9e108&mc_eid=febfe10e42
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Astronomy- related images and video clips on the Internet
•

Lots of short video clips about the solar system.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_T6tgnOpus

•

Video takes you to Pluto’s surface.
http://earthsky.org/space/video-takes-you-to-plutos-surface

•

Pluto's “Heart”: a cosmic valentine in photos.
http://www.space.com/35262-pluto-heart-photos-nasa-gallery.html?utm_source=notification

•

What the Cassini-Huygens mission to Titan discovered, and more about Titan.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9L471ct7YDo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fWk7wkEnIM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFroQYQsbfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zNvAQvVqmU

•
•

Watch a comet plunge toward the Sun.
http://earthsky.org/space/watch-comet-plunge-toward-the-sun
Seven minutes of terror. The automated landing of the Mars Curiosity Rover on Mars on
August 5-6, 2012. http://earthsky.org/space/mars-curiosity-rovers-seven-minutes-of-terror

•

Eight galaxies with unusual names. http://www.livescience.com/56761-galaxies-withunusual-names.html?utm_source=notification

•

Seeing spots: NASA video shows 7 years of solar activity. Images made by the SDO
combined to make a time-lapse video clip. http://www.space.com/35720-seven-years-ofsunspots-nasa-video.html?utm_source=notification

•

Watch alien worlds whirl around a distant star. Scientists turned years of images
into a spellbinding movie of a faraway stellar system in action. http://
news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/01/exoplanets-orbit-star-solar-system-space-science/?
utm_source=NatGeocom&utm_medium=Email&utm_content=wild_science_20170211&utm
_campaign=Content&utm_rd=1654931348

•

Photos: Asteroids in deep space. http://www.space.com/11093-photos-asteroids-deep-

Feature of the month: Source of an FRB found
A Fast Radio Burst (FRB) is an intense burst of radio waves that lasts for just a fraction of a second, but releases more energy than our Sun radiates away in 10 000 years.
FRB’s were only discovered in 2007. Now, for the first time, the source of an FRB
has been traced to a dwarf galaxy with mass only 1% that of our galaxy.
What cosmic event could release such an intense burst of radio waves? That'
s still a
mystery, but locating the source of one is a big step forward. And to compound the mystery,
this particular one, named FRB 121102, is unique because it'
s a repeater.
http://www.livescience.com/57385-mysterious-radio-waves-traced-to-tiny-galaxy.html
Could FRB’s be generated by advanced alien civilizations?
h ttp ://www.sp ace.com/35996-fast-rad io-bu rsts-p owerin g-al ien -sp acecraft.html ?
utm_source=notification

Astronomy basics: Retrograde motion
Read an explanation of it at : http://earthsky.org/space/what-is-retrograde-motion
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The Running Chicken Nebula. Photograph by Johan Moolman.

Outreach event: St Mary’s Diocesan School for Girls, March 31st 2017
by Michael Poll
Percy Jacobs, Danie
Barnardo, Michael Poll, Fred
Oosthuizen and Nigel Rotherham attended this event at
DSG in Duxbury Road, Hillcrest. We were invited by
Tarryn Molver, a teacher at
the school. We told that the
estimated attendance would
be about 500 people. None
of us did an actual count, but
there were a lot of attendees!
Although the sky was
clear, we could only see the
brightest stars, but a crescent Moon, and later on,
Jupiter, kept every astronomer busy and the crowd entertained.
The photograph on the left
was supplied by Nigel Rotherham.
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Omega Centauri. Photograph by Johan Moolman.
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Pretoria Centre committee
Chairman
Johan Smit
Vice Chairman
Michael Poll
Secretary
Michael Poll
Newsletter Editor
Pierre Lourens
Events
Michael Moller
Librarian and
Webmaster
Danie Barnardo
Curator of Instruments Johan Smit
Public Relations Officer Fred Oosthuizen
Observing Coordinator Percy Jacobs
Treasurer and
Membership Secretary Michelle Ferreira
Member
Bosman Olivier

072 806 2939
074 473 4785
074 473 4785
072 207 1403
082 789 8968
084 588 6668
072 806 2939
072 373 2865
060 883 8106
073 173 0168
082 883 1869

newsletters: All old
newsletters from January 2004
onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our
Centre’s activities as well as
astronomical information.
Database: Members are reminded that a database of the
books in our library is to be
found on our website. The database was created by Danie
Barnardo, one of our committee members.

